FOLLOW YOUR HEART TO HALLMARK CHANNEL’S ORIGINAL SERIES SUNDAY NIGHTS

ELIZABETH PURSUES HER PASSION FOR WRITING AND RECEIVES UNEXPECTED CRITICISM FROM LUCAS IN THE SEASON SEVEN PREMIERE OF ‘WHEN CALLS THE HEART’ SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL

STUDIO CITY – January 24, 2020 – “When Calls the Heart” season seven opens with romance and big decisions in “A Moving Picture” premiering on Sunday, February 23, 2020 (8 p.m. ET/PT) on Hallmark Channel. Newly revisiting her passion for writing, Elizabeth (Erin Krakow) shares her manuscript with Lucas (Chris McNally), but is not prepared for his honest critique of her work. Elizabeth and Nathan (Kevin McGarry) navigate their relationship, which walks the line between friendship and romance. A journalist comes to town to profile Gowen (Martin Cummins), who fears what Bill (Jack Wagner) and others may have to share about him. Rosemary (Pascale Hutton) and Lee (Kavan Smith) prepare for an anniversary getaway, but their plans are thwarted by a work conflict. Faith (Andrea Brooks) and Carson (Paul Greene) come to a crossroads in their relationship when Faith receives a job offer away from Hope Valley. Meanwhile, Jesse (Aren Buchholz) and Clara (Eva Bourne) plan for their upcoming wedding.
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